
 

OSJ ONTAKE SKY RACE 2008 

[Participation Application Form] 
 

Sex □ Male   □ Female 
Name  

AGE（Race day）             

Birth day (dd/mm/19--)       /            / 19 Blood Type  

         
Address 

〒    -            

Ｔel  Mobile Telephone  

Ｆax  Ｔ-shirt Size □ Ｓ  □ Ｍ  □ Ｌ  □ Ｏ 

E-mail                     

Team Name  

Record of a trail  race  

of the past Event Name:       Record  ：  ：   Event Name:        Record  ：  ： 

Emergency 

Contact info 
Name・Relation ・ Tel  

ＯＳＪ ONTAKE SKY RACE 2008 Written Oath 
I promise as follows on participation to <OSJ ONTAKE SKY RACE（Participant Date：31 Aug 2008）＞（put in to the race as follows） 

[Preparations duty of a rule and self-administration responsibility] 

１． I promise that I observance all an agreement / a rule / instructions and I pay the attention that is enough for safe management / health care in responsibility of individual and 

when I abnormality occurred in physical condition by any chance, I cancel a competition immediately and I understand these are based on the race performed using mountain 

natural environments. 

[Understanding race characteristic and participation fitness]  

２．    I have enough trail running experience and I understand that the race performed in the natural environments that is easy to turn into, and physical condition of a contestant 

recognizes that there is a characteristic to suddenly change. Also I understand that it is very likely cause a delay in aid of emergency or correspondence due to variable nature 

condition of the race course. My state of health is good, and that I produce a problem is not expected for participation of the race at all now. Also I sail it up with in one year from 

the race day, I confirmed that I am healthy as a result of medical examination of a doctor. And I report to race organizer by letter beforehand if I have a things that I want to race 

medical to know for urgent medical care such as allergic predisposition, an idiosyncrasy such as hypersensitivity, or past illnesses, it by other reasons in religion. Further I report 

a medical examination report / a stress electrocardiogram certificate if race organizer request it.  

[Cancellation advice observance of the race and first aid] 

３．   I accept the race cancellation advice of the race organizer when I am judged that there is a hindrance for the race continuation by the race. Also I consent to a doctor and the  

race organizer putting an emergency measure for me in case of a injury or an accident or sickness and do not make an objection against a method of the emergency measure 

and a result either  

[Immunity from responsibility of an injury / a death accident] 

４．    I exempt from all of responsibility for a all person concerned with the race regardless of the cause in case of injured, or aftereffects based on these occurred, or died during the 

race or during an incidental event. Also I confirm and consent that compensation for me is in a range of accident insurance submitted to the race (see below). Therefore, I 

promise that I do not perform claim for payment, submission of suit and billing such as legal fees for them about all injury that I put on from neither such as myself, my executor, 

an administrator, an heir, close relatives. 

＜Contract insurance of the race organizer＞ 

The death, physical impediment 5,000,000 Yen / Hospitalization 3,000 Yen/Day / Outpatient treatment 2,000 Yen/Day 
[Immunity from responsibility of an unavoidable matter] 

５．   I promise that I do not investigate the responsibility and I do not perform billing of overheads (including an entry fee) that I needed for participation to the race for the race   

organizer at all in case of cancellation of the race by aggravation of a weather condition and the reason that competition environmental defectiveness should not come to 

responsibility of the race organizer, besides, in case of a hindrance produced it for the race or race participation by loss / damage of a competition tool and there was a change 

in competition contents. 

[Public information use and the commercial use such as rights of likeness] 

６．    I approve that my portrait, full name, address, age, and athletic career is used in the whole public information thing and news / information media related to the race. Also   

accompany these, I consent these to the use of commerce by printed matter / a video / the information media which is produced by the race organizer or a jurisdiction 

competition group. 

 

 

ＯＳＪ ONTAKE SKY RACE ２００８ Race Organizing Committee 
 

I promise that all items mentioned of documents for application to the race are truth and that it is correct. 

In addition, I and my protector (in the case of under twenty years old participant) promise that I am well understands and consented the written oath of the race and contents of 

the race including the accident insurance, and I specify and sign the following need matter. 
 

A participant handwriting signature and seal 

      

                               

/    /２００８

Protector full name and sealing 

(Under twenty years old participant needs a full name and seal to show consent of a protector) 

  

                                           

/    /２００８ 

◇◇◇ Please apply by Postal mail ◇◇◇ 


